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About This Game

"From Earth" takes place close to the year 3,000 when one woman and one man, Zenaida and Anthony, are sent to a remote
alien planet. After fifty years in cold sleep, they find themselves on a recently industrialised world being hunted by an alien

government. They have only their wits, athleticism and the remains of their equipment to keep them alive.

In this first person singleplayer experience, the player takes control of Zenaida Liu upon arriving on the planet. From Earth's
gameplay is very much about your relationship to this world and its technology, requiring you to figure out how it all works and

encouraging cooperation with the local population. Nothing about the alien technology is explained to players. It's about
experimentation and learning what's what and how things on this planet work. The player has to make a choice of fighting the

alien government that is after her, or finding a way to communicate with the alien population.

Trigger warning for violence and gore.
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For a change from Europe and US routes u can go for this one..I liked it the way the announcer announces in Japanese language
which is the next station coming up.. lot different as there is no English signboards even the signalling here is quite different to
that of other countries in TS..Loved it..must buy! #TS2018. not bad 4da money. This is a great little game, I got it to play with
my young niece ( she is 5 and just getting into pc gaming ) and this is perfect. 10\/10 for family for \/ addictive time runs.. just
amazing..... this game has just had a major ModDataBase2.0 facelift... the whole engine has been pushed to the max and is a
great game for such a small amount of cash... tactical fps... 10/10 .... I've had this game for a while, and I never reviewed it, but
now I will review it.
This game is hard but an absolute gem. I plan on coming back to this game to beat this but for now, play it.. "Dannazionne!" this
is one fantastic game!

Mind you, this is more of a sci-fi noir game, there will be a few twists towards the middle that will have you doing a double-
take. But trust me, the game is pretty good for what it is.

It's a little slow to start and it's difficult to grasp the story at times since there are so many characters and side stories to keep
track of and there are intervals throughout the game that calls for 'rewinds' and 'fast forwards' in time to portray other
perspectives.
However, what sets this game apart from other noir-themed games, is that this is a point & click game - which means it's going
to be story heavy and less on the action side, which I personally enjoyed; also, you will be able to pick locks and solve puzzles
(some of which can be maddening at times, but they're a delightful addition).
You do get to interview various characters and while there aren't necessarily any consequences for your choices, you might miss
out on some details of the story if you don't ask the questions in a certain way or if you're too rough.

My outlook on the game is mostly positive but I do have a few complaints.

There are a few plot holes, things that aren't explained; and, there's a cliffhanger at the end that leaves room for a supposed
sequel - and I do hope that it is completed and released soon because I want to know more about the story!
And, it's a bit frustrating that you have the option to skip lock-picking if it's too challenging, but you can't skip puzzles - I felt
that option should've been balanced.

If you're like me and craving the noir genre, I do recommend this game.. Game of the year! 5/5, Bud is the best segredega
saxophonist.. Good Game. Good Era. Bad AI.

7/10. Very crude. Due to FSX default aircraft limitations, ILS, VOR, AP, and ATC, kinda matters in a 747-400. The mission
architect could have at least set you up on a aligning VOR for approach, eg KANSAI mission (consult the landing charts). When
you look at knee board the mission details or landing plates have not been added, a bit lazy. $10 doesn't go far. It is a bit like
calling a dot to dot a sketch. Love the idea, there just needs to be more collaboration, like sell the missions bundled to utilise
proper Aerosoft style Airbus or Boeing to give better ILS, VOR and AP. If people are landing these missions in big jets, very
well done, its nothing like the real thing, you would make a great test pilot. I am aware of FSX limitations, it just isnt "real
world" enough for me. If you dont know what I mean, buy an add on A320 and learn the VOR \/ ILS landing in free flight
mode. VOR lines you up horizontally with the centre line, very oldschool, ILS Laterally and will autoland you depending on the
airport. Or just use VOR and fly in manual.
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Imagine playing QWOP with your left hand (except QWASZX) and Super Meat Boy with your right hand.

That's pretty much it in a nutshell. Right hand is traditional platformer (with lots of traps). Very much like a less-frenetic Super
Meat Boy, although some levels

Left hand controls a robot arm. There are three joints on the robot arm. You control each joint with one combination of keys.
(QW, AS, and ZX). One key rotates clockwise, the other counter-clockwise. (The robot stays completely stationary if you aren't
hitting a key, so there's none of QWOP's floppiness to compensate for. It's *usually* fairly forgiving other than "er, that's not
the piece moving I meant to.")

The robot arm has a sphere at the end. Sphere cannot touch a wall or traps or it breaks. Sphere is the only part of the robot that
interacts with anything - this means the platformer dude can jump on top of the sphere.

So: you control two characters, one per hand. You're going to be operating them and needing to coordinate, although with the
exception of a small number of levels, you don't have to do them simultaneously.

This is really innovative and your brain gets kinda tingly playing it, because sometimes, your brain is fighting itself.

A lot of the challenge (outside Super Meat Boy style traps) is translating rotating pieces into horizontal movement. The last time
I played something that made my brain (enjoyably) struggle to coordinate like this was when I used to play Audiosurf's dual-
joystick mode (each joystick controlled a separate ninja mono vehicle, and you had to dodge totally separate targets with both
joysticks).

Far as negatives, I'd call out a few levels that require pixel perfect precision. They flat out just aren't fun. The vast majority of
the levels feel challenging but ultimately fair, and as you play them numerous times, you start building muscle memory, making
it easier. Then there are levels where the timing has to be so ridiculously precise that spamming the jump button with one hand
and using another hand to hit left\/right is the ONLY way you can get past a trap, because you have like .2 seconds to spare.
Thankfully, these levels are fairly rare. But they are REALLY annoying, and not the good kind of "ahhhh so close" kind of
annoying, but the "this makes me want to quit" kind. I've got 5 levels left I haven't beaten, and I'd say so far, there've been 3 or 4
levels (out of ~35 I've played) that felt this way.

The other negative is that some levels require you to navigate a huge number of traps, and there are no checkpoints. When
you've played a level 30 times and have the first set of traps down, dying on the 2nd set of traps and having to redo the first set
(even though you can beat it 90% of the time once you have enough practice on that level) ultimately gets REALLY tedious.
These are more common than the ones where timing is extremely stringent, but they aren't frequent enough to make me want to
rage quit.

Seriously, though. The level I'm stuck on requires you to move the arm, jump on the ball, jump between 6 platforms with low
ceiling, so if your timing is off, you fall into a trap. Then you jump back along those 6 platforms to where you started. This
sequence is actually not that difficult. But doing it over and over again gets really annoying, because the next section is
EXTREMELY hard and doing that easy part again and again and again is so damn annoying. And then, assuming you beat the
easy section (and run back), and the hard section, then do the hard section in reverse, then drop down a hole, and do another
(thankfully not as hard) section of traps, then maneuver the robot down to the goal.

Anyhow, the game is cheap, it's innovative, it's fun, and it's a bit brain-burny-yet-twitchy-platformer action. Easy buy
recommendation.. It is true pay to win gets a huge advantage, but for us f2p the experience is about grinding and i think it is
very fun and addictive, besides it feels amazing crushing the P2w whales on arena.. Sanctum is a Tower Defense game which
allows for a first person shooter perspective. Released in 2011, graphically it doesn't look bad at all. The object of the game is to
lay blocks and outfit them with varying weaponry to direct the path of your enemy waves, lay down suppressive fire and take
out as many enemies as possible, and have a varied amount of weapons as each wave has different enemies who have resistences
to certain types of damage. Once you have done this, you go into initiate a wave, use your own personal first person shooter
weapons and assist the towers with defeating waves before they reach your core. At the end of each wave you are given a
number of resources which can be spent on upgrades both to the towers as well as your personal weapons.

I've played several tower defense games, but this one let's you get down in there and add a personal touch to defense, by
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combining the FPS experience with more traditional tower defense features. While I enjoyed Sanctum, I look forward to seeing
what happens next in the series and how they upgrade our experience to another level. Sanctum features single player mode, a
variety of different levels each with their own geography and challenges, as well as multiplayer mode. I recommend going
through the tutorial phase, so you really get an understanding of what the weapons and enemies are capable of before diving
right into the main game.. \udb40\udc21. Lots of customization, manually scaling difficulty, smooth and tight gameplay
After a point you are only really getting bigger numbers though, there's not a whole lot of content, but what's there is really nice
and easily 5+ hours of gameplay. I've played this game for about 40 minutes, and I'm trying to decide if I want to return it or
not. While it was only $1.09 CAD I feel that it's not put together in a very aesthetic fashion. Mechanically, it sort of works. But
I'm talking how it actually LOOKS AND FEELS. And it doesn't look or feel very good at all.

Octomber. Yeah. That was an actual typo. I can forgive most things, but that is really, really bad. Not to mention the very poor
english all throughout. Seriously, people: get someone to proofread your stuff and help clean up your scripts. It's becoming the
norm, not the exception, for RPGMaker games.

+Low Price Point
...Yeah, that's about all I've got.

=Hunger and Thirst Meters are well-implemented, however, they seem to tick rather quickly.
=Poor grammar. Again, Octomber...
=The constant heartbeat starts to get annoying.

-Game starts in Full Screen with no way to change it (F3 makes it smaller, but still Full Screen)
-No way to actually quit the game without hitting Ctrl+Alt+Del. Quitting in-game just takes you back to the title screen, and
literally NOTHING I did there, aside from CAD, caused the game to exit.
-The low light aesthetic does more to annoy than cause suspense. Three hits and you're dead from a zombie. Take a wrong turn
down a single hallway and you're pretty much dead, unless you have a weapon. However, you have no idea where you're going
because there's little to no light to see paths. While I can understand and appreciate WHY that is like that, make the zombies
move very slowly to help avoid them in time, or give us more light to see the layout of an area before we start to run around
blind.
-The font choice is best left for the title screen. After a while it's just annoying. And it's for ALL the text in the game.

TLDR: Game is far too dark to be enjoyable, which is too bad, because it actually seems like something of a fun game there.
I'm not going to recommend it at this time, unless the creator cleans it up a bit.. The controls are sluggish.
The campaign has really weird difficulty progression.
Some of the abilities are effectively pointless.
And it is horribly buggy.

It was probably worth the 50p sale price but only just.. Viki Spotter is a quite random game series from "for Kids Games" of
simple flash graphics "spot the difference". The screen is split into half horizontally or vertically. You have to find other
colorized or removed objects and point them out in the upper screen. An infinite hint function helps you if you get into any
trouble. Mostly you play like 24 levels. 1 Level complete means earn 1 achievement. The games are usually overpriced with 2
EUR for just half an hour gameplay. So just wait for all parts getting just 0.39 EUR. The soundtrack is quite nervewracking so
just switch it off.

Viki Spotter: Space Mission - Dark space, rockets, stars, foreign galixies, mars aliens with 3 eyes - spot the differences. Fun and
hectic clicker\/tower defence combo. Although the content could have been expanded a bit more, with the tribal stage and city
stage being basically the same, and the space stage becoming a tedious grinder, I found spore very fun, but also a bit buggy.
Seeing as it's a decade old, I'd say it's a pretty good game for its time. Definetly worth a try, but 20$ is a bit too much for how
old it is. I recommend waiting until it's a least half off.
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